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CLAIMS

This listing of claims replacesall prior versions andlistings of claims in this application.

New termsare presented in underline text and deleted terms are indicated in st#kethrough text

or are enclosedin [[double brackets]].

Whatis claimedis:

1. (Currently Amended) A device for simultaneous accelerated cyclic testing of a

plurality of valved prosthetic devices comprising
 

a pressurizable test chamberfurther comprising

a fluid distribution chamber having a first manifold definingafirst plurality of ports

configured to receive andfluidicly couple with a first end of each of a respective plurality of

sample holders and defining an aperture in a lowerfacein fluid communication with a pressure

source;

a fluid return chamber having a second manifold disposed opposite and spaced

apart from the first manifold of the fluid distribution chamberand defining a second plurality of

ports configured to receive and fluidicly couple with a second end of each of the respective

plurality of sample holders;

a fluid return conduit both structurally and fluidily connecting thefluid distribution

chamberto the fluid return chamber; and

a compliance chamberproviding a volumefor holding a gas or elastomeric

material that compresses undera pressure placed uponfluid in the test chamber and-ard;

allowsfluid in the test chamberto occupy a portion of the volume,;

a drive motor configured to operate cyclically, acyclically, or a combination of both; and

a fluid displacement memberconnected with and driven by the drive motor to provide

the pressure source that increases and decreases a pressure onfluid in the test chamber;

wherebycyclic and acyclic fluid pressures are maintained throughout the test chamber.

2. (Original) The device of claim 1 further comprising a plurality of sample holders,

each configured to hold a respective prosthetic device, mounted betweenthefirst manifold of

the fluid distribution chamber and second manifold of the fluid return chamber, and mounted

within a respective pair of the first plurality of ports and the secondplurality of ports, whereby

the prosthetic device is placed in fluid communication with the distribution fluid chamber and the

return fluid chamber.
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3. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein

the compliance chamber comprises a plurality of compliance chambers formed as

cavities within the fluid return chamber; and

a respective oneof the plurality of compliance chambersis positioned substantially

above eachof the secondplurality of ports and between each of the second plurality of ports

and the fluid return conduit.

4. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein each of the sample holders defines a

first port on a first side of a test sample position and a second port on a secondsideofthe test

sample position; wherein thefirst port and the secondport are configured to receive one or

more sensordevices.

5. (Original) The device of claim 4 further comprising a pressure transducerin fluid

communication with the first port and the second port in one of the sample holders configured to

measurea pressure gradient across a test sample positioned within the one of the sample

holders.

6. (Original) The device of claim 1 further comprising a one-way valve positioned

within the fluid return conduit that prevents fluid flow through the fluid return conduit when the

fluid displacement memberincreases pressureonfluid in the test chamber.

7. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein the fluid return conduit is positioned

along an axial center of the test chamber.

8. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein the fluid return conduit further

comprises

an inner conduit wall having an outer diameter and attachedto oneofthefluid

distribution chamberorthe fluid return chamber;

an outer conduit wall having an inner diameterlarger than the outer diameterof the inner

conduit and attachedto the otherof the fluid distribution chamberorthe fluid return chamber,

wherein the inner conduit call is received within the outer conduit wall; and

a seal memberpositioned between the inner conduit wall and the outer conduit wall to

create a fluid-tight seal therebetwen; wherein

the fluid return conduit is configured to telescopically lengthen or shorten.
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9. (Original) The device of claim 8 further comprising a plurality of adjustment posts

positioned betweenthefluid distribution chamber and the fluid return chamber and operable to

adjust a separation distance betweenthefluid distribution chamberandthefluid return

chamber.

10. (Original) The device of claim 1 further comprising a computer control system

connected with the drive motor and a sensorpositioned within the test chamber, wherein the

computer control system is configured to operate one or moreof the following:

an alarm modulefor alerting a user or arresting operation of the device uponreceipt of

data from the sensorthat is outside a preset parameter; or

a closed loop feedback module for adjusting operation of the drive motor upon receipt of

data from the sensor to maintain a pressureprofile within the test chamber according to a preset

parameter.

11. (Original) The device of claim 1 further comprising

a heater positioned in the test chamberfor heating fluid within the test chamber; and

a temperature sensorpositioned within the test chamber to measure temperatureof fluid

within the test chamber.

12. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein the fluid displacement member

comprisesaflexible diaphragm.

13. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein the drive motor comprisesa linear

motor.

14. (Original) The device of claim 13 further comprising

a mounting structure connected to and supporting the linear motorin a vertically

mounted position; and

a spring supported by the mounting structure, and interfacing with an end of a shaft of

the linear motor extending from a lower end of the linear motor, wherein

the spring prevents the shaft from dropping downward from the linear motor when the

linear motoris in an unpoweredstate.

15. (Original) The device of claim 1, wherein the fluid displacement memberfurther

comprisesa flexible rolling bellows connected to a shaft of the linear motor.
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